
 

The long awaited hollywood biopic of hollywood's most famous love story, Harold and Kumar go to law school, was released on September 22. While the film received mixed reviews from both critics and audiences, it had a respectable opening at number 2 on the domestic box office. That doesn't mean that you can't still enjoy this movie without watching it! If you are looking for an alternative to
watch today but are not ready to shell out money on tickets or streaming services, here are 37 websites to learn something new. 37 websites for procrastinating: 7. Wikipedia: The largest and most comprehensive general reference work on the Internet, with articles on just about everything you can imagine. 36. Yahoo! Answers: An older website but still one of the most popular Yahoo! services, with
questions and answers about pretty much anything you can think of. You can even add your own question or answer if you want to contribute to the knowledge base. 35. Wikipedia: The largest and most comprehensive general reference work on the Internet, with articles on just about everything you can imagine. 34. IMDB: The Internet Movie Data Base has every movie and television show ever made
and is updated daily (if not hourly). Browse by type of movie, age of movie, year of release, genre, and many other factors to find a good source for information about a particular film or television show. 33. Rotten Tomatoes: Although it has been criticized for being biased towards certain movies/TV shows, the website is still one of the best places for you to find out exactly how well a film or TV
show has been received by critics and audiences alike. 32. IMDB: The Internet Movie Data Base has every movie and television show ever made and is updated daily (if not hourly). Browse by type of movie, age of movie, year of release, genre, and many other factors to find a good source for information about a particular film or television show. 31. TVTropes: A repository for all things related to a
particular television series or movie. If you're watching a show that you think may have some hidden meaning in it but don't know what that meaning is yet, then this is the site for you. 30. TinyURL: TinyURL is an extremely easy way to create URL shorteners with funny or cool names. It is relatively fast, does not use much bandwidth, and has many available options. 29. Moviefone: A large
repository of full-length movies that can be rented or bought in standard DVD formats. There are also extras like trailers and special features you can view to take your movie experience to another level. 28. 4chan: A massive repository of user made content, imageboards, images, games, videos, music etc., frequently referred to as the "the mother of all websites." There is absolutely no censorship on
4chan itself but there are troll armies that patrol the site so you should be cautious when posting any sensitive information on the site's discussion boards. 27.
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